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O. Introduction
Let !1 C IR.n be a bounded open set, u: IR.n -+ IR.m, Vu
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lRnm, f: IR.nm -+IR be a continuous function and
I(u)

gener-

nd the

=

=ln

E
I<i<m
·<n
- - ' I<
_}_

f('Vu(x)) dx.

In order to state minimization problems involving such functionals, we need to
impose sorne convexity hypotheses on f. We now define such conditions, starting
with the well known ones.
Definition.

1} f iJ con v ex if
f(>.f.

+ (1- >.)7))::; >.f(f.) + (1- >.)f(7J)

for every).. E [0,1],Ç,7) E IRnm.

2} For Ç E IR.nm, let T(f.) denote the vector compoJed by Ç and all itJ s x s minors.
min{n,m}

T(f.) E IRT(n,m) where r(n, m)

=

l l

L (s.l)2( m :·~·l(
_ )l '
s .n s .

If m

= n = 2,

•=1

= 5 and T(f.) = (Ç, detÇ). A function iJ polyconvex if the re exists
IR.T(n ,m) -+ IR convex such that

th en r(2, 2)
g:

f(f.) = g(T(f.)) for every Ç E IRnm .
9} f is sa id to be quasiconvex if

ln

f(f.

+ Vrp(x))

dx

~

f(f.) measn

for every Ç E IR.nm, every rp E W~·""(n; IR.m) (the set of continuous functions rp
vanishing on an and with uniformly bounded gradients).
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4) f is said to be rank one convex if
J(>.~

then g is convex a11

+ (1- >.)ry):::; >.j(Ç) + (1- >.)f(TJ)

for every >. E [0, 1], ~ , 7] E IR nm 1 with rank ( ~ - 7])

3) The re exists

:S 1.

4) J'Y is rank one •

Remark. As well known the preceding notions are Jess and Jess restrictive (see for
general references Dacorogna 1 ), i.e.

f convex

=?

f polyconvex

=?

f quasiconvex

f rank one convex.

=?

This article is organized as follows . In the fust section we discuss the example of
Dacorogna-Marcellini 2 and Alibert-Dacorogna 3 . In the second one we indicate
how the effect of symmetries simplifies the notions of convexity and polyconvexity.
In the third section we show how these symmetries influence the computations of
the different envelopes.
1. An example
2

Let m = n

= 2 and let for~= (~ij)t:<;;i ,j$2

2

E IR x

2

,

1~1 2

E: ;;

L

=

ej· Let for 'Y E IR

i ,j=l

Re marks.

i) The results 1),
Ali bert- Dacoro~
convex if 'Y = 1
has been found
ii) Numerical corn
D acorogna-Dou
all tend to show
duce a countere
Note that such
it has been give

iii) To understand t
the quasiconvex
the determinati1

(1.1)
We have the following theorem.

for every cp E l
T . iwaniec, this
details Iwaniec-:

Theorem 1.

J'Y
2) J'Y

1)

l'YI :S ~.J2.
only if l'YI :::; 1.

is convex if and only if
is polyconvex if and

2a) For every ~' TJ E IR x
2

In the case 'Y= 1 one has the following

2. Convexity am

2

We here discuss th
consisting of diagor

(1.2)
where

< .; . > stands for the usual scalar product.
2

2b) Let g : IR

x

2

x IR-+ IR be defined by

0
g(~, 5)

={

where U 1 denotes t
subset of 0 consisti
the next one that f

(1~1 2

+ 2det~ -

48)

if 1~1 2

+ 2det~

(1Çj2 + 2det~ -

:::; 48

25) if 1~1 2

+ 2det~ 2: 48

for every ~ E IR 2 x2
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then g is convex and

j-y(Ç)
9) There exists t:

= g(Ç , detÇ) .

> 0 .mch that J'Y is quasiconvex if and only if 1-rl S 1 + t:.

4) f.r is rank one con v ex if and only if 1-rl S

,fi.

Remarks.
i) The results 1), 2), 3), 4) have been published by Dacorogna-Marcellini 1 and
Alibert-Dacorogna 2 . The result 2a ), which gives immediat ely that f -y is polyconvex if -y = 1, was proved by lwaniec-Luttoborski 4 • The representation 2b)
has been found by Hartwig 5 .
ü) Numerical computations to determine t: in 3) have been undertaken by
Dacorogna-Douchet-Gangbo-Rappaz 6 and more recently by Gremaud 7 • They
ail tend to show that 1 +t: =

~·

So that the function /-y does not seem to pro-

duce a counterexample to the implication f rank one convex => f quasiconvex.
Note that such a counterexample has not yet been produced when m = n = 2,
it has been given by Sverak 8 when m ~ 3 and n ~ 2.
üi) To understand the difficulty in computing analytically the exact value of t: giving
the quasiconvexity, one should see that it is related (cf Alibert-Dacorogna 1 ) to
the determination of the best constant o in

for every r.p E W~ ' ""(D; lR 2 ). As it was pointed out to me by V . Sverak and
T. iwaniec, this is related to a (still open) conjecture of Gehring (see for more
details Iwaniec-Martin 9 , Banuelos-Wang 10 ) .

2. Convexity and polyconvexity for rotationally invariant functions
We here discuss the case m = n = 2. We denote by lR~x 2 the subset of IR.2 x 2
consisting of diagonal matrices. We let

0

= {U E IR.2 x 2

:

UU 1

= I}

where U 1 denotes the transpose of U and I the identity matrix. We let o+ be the
subset of 0 consisting of those U with detU = 1. We assume in this section and in
the next one that f satisfies, in addition of continuity, that

f(UÇV)
for every Ç E lR2 x 2 , U, V E

o+.

= J(Ç)
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Usually in applications (Bail

11

,

Ciarlet

12

,

Dacorogna

1

)

one imposes that
for ever

(H)

f(Uf,V)

for every f, E IR2 x 2 , U, V E O.
satisfies (H+) but not (H).

= f(f,)

Note that the example of the previous section

One can then show the following result.
Theorem 2. Let f
f1IR2x 2 i.s convex .

: IR2x2

->

IR satisfy (H+ }. Then f

iv) For eve1
!S

convex if and only

if

d

Re marks.
i) f1IR 2x 2 being convex, means that

f is convex when restricted to diagonal ma-

d

triees.
ii) in the example given above the convexity of f"t has therefore only to be checked
for

which is, at least theoretically, simpler to establish than the convexity on the
whole of IR2 x 2 .
More interestingly Theorem 2 is also valid ( c.f. the ab ove mentioned paper) for
polyconvex functions. We fust define what we mean by f1IR 2x2 is polyconvex. This
d

3

just means that there exists g : IR -> IR convex such that

!(~

n

=g(a,b,ab).

(2.1)

Theorem 3. Let f : IR2x2 -> IR satisfy (H+ ). The following condition.s are then
equivalent:
i)

f

ii) f1

is polyconvex.
2

IRd

x 2 i.s polyconvex.

iii) The following holds

for ever!

Re mark.
in the comp
Luttoborski

r=l

and they ha1

Similarly Hru
th at

g(x,

has the desir

These res
vexity (and o
is meaningles
Dacorogna-D
that fJIR2x2
d

Indeed there
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th at
for every À;

2 0 with

LÀ; = 1

and every Ç; E lR~x 2 3uch that

i=l

t

s section

À;detÇ; =clet

(t

À;Ç;).

iv) For every Tf E lR~x 2 , there exi3t cx(ry),{J(ry),I(Tf) E lR 3uch that

.d only if

onal ma-

~

checked

,y on the

for every Ç E lR~x 2 and where

< .; . >

denote3 the 3calar product in lR2 x 2 .

Remark. In practice this theorem might lead to a considerable simplification
in the computations. For instance in the example of the above section, IwaniecLuttoborski 4 have proved 2a) essentially for diagonal matrices. In this case, i.e.
"(=1

and they have shown (lemma 10.2) that for every x, y, a , bE lR

aper) for

rex. This

Similarly Hartwig 5 has computed its function gin 2b) for diagonal matrices, showing
th at

0 if
(2.1)

are then

g(x,O,O,y,8) =

{

((x+ y) 2

-

(x+y) 2 :S48

48) ((x+ y) 2

-

28) if (x+ y) 2 2 48

has the desired properties.
These results for convexity and polyconvexity do not extend to rank one convexity (and obviously to quasiconvexity, since quasiconvexity on diagonal matrices
is meaningless). Indeed in Dacorogna-Koshigoe 13 , following sorne computations of
Dacorogna-Douchet-Gangbo-Rappaz 6 , it is shown that there are functions f such
that f1 2 x 2 is rank one convex, but not rank one convex on the whole of JR2 x 2 .

IRa

Indeed there are a 2 2 + V2 and b 2 0 such that
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is rank one convex when restricted to lR~x 2 but not globally rank one convex.
3. The different envelopes
We assume that

To conclude it is inti
example. Severa! ar
to privilege one whi<

f satisfies (H+) or (H) and we define
:S
sup {g :S
sup {g :S
sup {g :S

Cf= sup {g

f: g convex}

Pf =

f :

Qf =
Rf =

where g is the greate
and increasing in ea<

Let fore E lR2 x2

g polyconvex}

f: g quasiconvex}
f : g rank one convex}

Th en, in general: Cf :S P f :S Q f :S Rf :S f.
The first elementary result (cf Dacorogna-Koshigoe
Gangbo 14 ) is:

13

Theorem 4. If f .'Jati.'Jjie.'J (H+J {mpectively {H)) then
We quote here another result of Dacorogna-Koshigae

and Buttazzo-Dacorogna-

!JO

Then using theorem
equivalent to compu
to

do Cf,Pf,QJ,Rf.

As shown by Kohn-:

13 .

Theorem 5. Let f: lR2x 2 ...... lR .'Jati.'Jfy (H+) then for every

eE lR~x

Pt(

2

U sing also diagonal
Re marks
i) Compared to the theo rem (cf Dacorogna 1 ) for general functions f, this might
be a simplification. lndeed, for general f, not satisfying (H+), P fis computed
with 6 general matrices, instead of 4 diagonal ones.
ii) A similar result exists for convex functions.
ln the more restrictive case where f satisfies (H) and hence depends only on the
singular values off (i.e. the eigenvalues of cee) 112 ) one has similar simplifications
for computing the convex or polyconvex envelope: cf Buttazzo-Dacorogna-Gangbo
14
It is well known that if f: lRnxn ...... lR satisfies (H) then

then Cfs (

~ ~)

difference between
References
1 B. Dacorogna,
Berlin. (1989).

where À; are the singular values of ( We assume also that the À; have been
ordered increasingly, i.e. 0 :S À 1 :S À 2 :S ..... :S Àn. We denote by Q =
{(ÀJ, ... ,Àn) E lR": 0 :S À1 :S À2 :S ..... :S Àn}- Then one can show that

j

J

2 B. Dacorogna, P
tions. in Materi1
Science. Oxford

3 J.J. Alibert, B.
polyconvex in tv
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k one convex.

where g is the greatest function less than g on Q and which is lower semicontinuous
and increasing in each variable.
To conclude it is interesting to see how these results can be applied to a particular
example. Several are given in Buttazzo-Dacorogna-Gangbo 14 , but we would like
to privilege one which was extensively studied by Kohn-Strang 15 .
Let for Ç E IR2 x2

tt azzo-D acorogna-

Then using theorem 3, 4, 5 we know that, to compute the polyconvex envelope is
equivalent to compute the polyconvex envelope in IR~x 2 i.e. the one corresponding
to
1 + x 2 + y 2 if x 2 + y 2 -=/= 0

f

(x 0) =
0

y

f,Pf,Qf,Rf.

As shown by Kohn-Strang

PJ

x
( 0

0
y

)

15

=

{

0

if x= y= 0

(cf also Dacorogna
1 + x2
{

+ y2

1

)

if

lxi+ IYI

2(lxl + lyl)- 2lxiiYI

Using also diagonal matrices, Dosly

16

if

::=::

1

lxi+ IYI ~

has shawn that ifs

::=::

1

2 and

ions /, this might
), Pf is computed
then

Jends only on the
lar simplifications
acorogna-Gangbo

Cf.(~ ~)

= Pf.

difference between P fs (

(~ ~)(i.e.

~ ~)

PJ.(Ç)

and C fs (

= Cf.(Ç) if rankÇ

~ ~)

~

is maximal when x

1) and the

= y.
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Introduction

In this paper
elliptic equations
domains. Let n 1
be a monotone OJ
(0.1)

where a:nxH_N
Lipschitz conditi<
(0.2)
(0.3)

for every x E 0 ë
odd and positive!

(0.4)

for every x E 0,
xE 0 we have
(0.5)

